Mission Control for Motorcycles
TrailTech's Panoram Now Computes for Off-Road Bikers

Motorcyclists finally have an on-board computer they can call their own.

The Panoram is now hitting the trails with the off-road set, serving up all essential ride info at a glance.
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Mission Control for Motorcycles
TrailTech's Panoram Now Computes for Off-Road Bikers

Motorcyclists finally have an on-board computer they can call their own.

The Panoram is now hitting the trails with the off-road set, serving up all essential ride info at a glance.

This innovation has been pioneered by Trail Tech, a manufacturer and distributor of motorcycle accessories based in Battle Ground, Washington.

Trail Tech's efforts have finally brought the benefits of multi-function, on-board computers to motorcyclists in North America. Trail Tech has designed a special, heavy-duty sensor cable assembly, which is packaged with a rare earth neodymium magnet and the TrailTech Panoram computer. Detailed installation instructions are available for a wide variety of motorcycles. If the Panoram is being used to replace a stock speedometer on a motorcycle, the TrailTech kit also includes a special adapter plate.

The TrailTech Panoram computer kit with motorcycle Sensor/Cable Assembly retails for $74.95, plus shipping.

The motorcycle Panoram is a radical new concept in on-board computer design. With 17 functions and a sleek, low profile design, the Panoram displays clock, time, speed and distance information on four separate screens at once. No more scrolling from time to speed to distance functions! It's always available at a glance with the Panoram.

The Panoram's four screen, super-wide digital display design provides easy readability, with an EL lamp for nighttime viewing. The right-hand screen displays all speed information. The center screens show clock and time functions. And the Panoram's left screen is reserved for distance and maintenance data.

Trail Tech's motorcycle Panoram kits can be found in motorcycle shops and catalogues, or ordered directly at the Trail Tech website: www.trailtech.net. For more information about the Trail Tech sensor cable assembly or motorcycle Panoram kit, contact Trail Tech at (360) 687-4530.
For professional photography or a sample of the Panoram to review, please contact: Steve Dubin, PR Works, (781) 878-9533, sdubin@prworkzone.com
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